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Someone has been using my typewriter and not resetting the 

margin! 

5 Trillion dollars. that is about the national debt. And 

according to Nightline, that is about how much money that 

we have spent on nuclear weapons development since Hiroshima. 

The newly released video showing some of our atomic tests are 
truly amazing. In one of them, the troops are in trenches, 
about 2 miles from the test site. After the initial explosion, 
while the mushroom cloud is still rising, the troops are ordered 
to stand up. The force of the blast still hits them, and god 
knows how much radiation they have been exposed to. 

It- looked to me that the idea was to train troops to march 
on the enemy at Ground Zero, and not to be afraid of the 
radiation. Like when you would use a tactical weapon on 
the battlefield. 	In another case, the plane was ordered to 
fly right through the rising mushroom cloud. Bet those boys 
had some rafiation.exposure. 

In viewing the films, it is clear that the military was 
preparing the troops to use nuclear weapons in a battle- 
field scenario. 	So, your thought that the military desired 
to use nuclear weapons seems to be correct. They did not 
plan to keep them on the shelf. 

We printed out the LaFontaine book. Put it into a 3 ring binder. 
Looks good. Also, Janice looked on American On Line, and got 
3 pages on Gen. Butler. Will send next week. 

I include an article on James Earl Ray and Dr. Pepper, his 
semi brilliant attorney.. 

I feel good today, for about the first time in a month. Betsy 
got the same thing, since she had a flu shot, we know it is 
a different strain. With Janice having kids in school, Betsy 
working at a prison and a college, and the riffraff I rub 
shoulders at the courthouse(and their Clients!), we get 
exposed to everything. Just like when I went to UK, where we 
got germs from all over the state. 



One of the interesting things was watching old military 
footage of them de radiating the planes. They just washed 
them down to get the dust off. No protective suits, masks, 
nothing. The military had a pretty good idea how much radia-
tion that they were exposing people to, they just did not 
give a crap. 

So, it is obvious that the military not only intended to 
train troops to use A bombs, but actually intended to 
put them in the arsenal. The Hydrogen bombs were a little 
different story, as they were so powerful. 

In our air show before the Derby festivities, we shall have 
the B-2 bomber, and the F117 Stealth fighter. I guess we 
should be thankful that they are being used in air shows 
instead of in a war. Awfully expensive sideshow. 

Business has been good, if I can catch up. What I really need 
to do is drive to Florida to break in the new van. Sounds 
good to me! 

Thanks again for the LaFontaine book. 

One of my goals for 1997 is to make a couple speeches on 
the JFK case. I think I will approach some of the smaller 
liberal arts colleges in the area. My plan would be to 
show a few minutes of Reasonable Doubt, post some of the 
important documents on boards around the room, make some 
available, and post some of the important pictures, like 
the Altgen's picture of Oswald. 

By the way, did you ever meet or correspond with James Altgens? 

THe 4-4-67 FBI memo is the one where Marvin Watson asks 
the FBI to look into the CIA for LBJ. Did you get this through 
Freedom of Info? 

Hope you and Lil have a nice week.It is 12 degrees here. 
Stay warm! 

Peace 

Bill 


